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Introduction
• Before GFC globalisation widely seen as inexorable process. 

Different aspects largely conflated, causes often vague; effects 
largely benign both between countries (convergence) and 
within (H-O) – provided appropriate policies pursue. Hyper-
globalisation claims “end of geography”, “death of distance”, 
“borderless world”, “world is flat”

• Some exceptions: sceptics ( ‘Triad’); critics predicting 
increased inequality between/within countries

• Developments since GFC have confounded earlier analyses –
structural change and reconfiguration of global economy
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Outline

1. Globalisation processes
2. A crisis of globalisation since 2007/08?
3. Structural change in world economy –

GVCs, reconfiguration confounding 
earlier predictions

4. Beyond the ‘new orthodoxy’
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Globalisation Processes
• General rise in key areas – trade, FDI, finance –

obscured key differences in drivers and impact. 
Trade flows and networks more broadly spread; 
FDI more concentrated. Financial integration 
remained concentrated 

• Historical precedents query technological 
explanations; key policy shifts in respect of 
trade, FDI. Recent ‘crisis of globalisation’ 
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Distribution of world exports at current 
prices 1830-2010 (shares by level of 
development)

5Sources: Federico and Tena-Junguito (2016) and UN Statistical Yearbook.
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Impacts
• Optimistic country catch-up effects not systematically 

realised – turns on weighting of China, India.
• Generalised shift to trade openness and WC policies; 

any payoff to this appears to have become: lower; more 
uncertain; less beneficial to poorer economies

• Success stories primarily East Asia + India + some CEE 
countries; no clear convergence elsewhere

• Success stories include countries not clearly open trade 
regimes, K controls, fin crisis, state capitalism
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Within Country Impacts
• Early work via H-O etc. predicting 
↑inequality developed countries (but limited 
by complete specialisation), ↓inequality 
emerging and developing economies

• Trend of generalised rising within county 
inequality; globalisation and functional income 
distribution; developed country effects beyond 
least skilled
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Figure 3.A1 The labour market continues to polarise

Change in percentage point change in share of total employment, 1995 to 2015 
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CRISIS OF GLOBALISATION?
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Growth of Non-tariff protection
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Growth of Capital Flows 14
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Retreat from Globalisation?
• Reversal of trade growth, some rising protectionism, 

some evidence GVC trade growth may have slowed
• Sharp decline in financial flows, largely ↓cross-border 

banking. Complex emergence of imbalances
• Decline in FDI, some recovery but much of this flowing to 

financial centres

Backlash prophesies? Possible transition to multi-
polar world – GDP trends, but financial US$ 
dominance (€, RMB)
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RECONFIGURATION OF 
GEOGRAPHY: BEYOND THE 
‘NEW ORTHODOXY’
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Cumulative real income growth between 1988 and 2008 at 
various percentiles of the global income distribution 
(Milanovic)
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New Orthodoxy?
• Emerging view of ICTs spread production from 

developed countries (Baldwin); elephant curve impact on 
global income distribution (Milanovic)

• Geog concentration of this spread, with v ambiguous 
relationship to policy. Centrality of K acc to process

• Estimating manf production by ownership rather than 
location raises G7 VA by 10-30%, lowers EDE shares by 
15-30%

• Fall in payoffs – ‘premature deindustrialisation’, lower 
engine of growth effects, middle income trap
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Conclusions
• Globalisation from policy shift and technological changes 

– industrial revolution through GVCs and ‘great doubling’
• Huge geog variations in this not explained by standard 

policy packages
• ‘Premature deindustrialisation’ and (probably) peak manf 

N – global convergence pressures on wages in this 
sector obscures developments in rest of the economy

• Aftershocks of GFC don’t necessarily point to end of 
globalisation – EDE resilience, continued Western 
dominance? Sustainable demand?
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